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LIMIT ON QUARK�ANTIQUARK MASS DIFFERENCEFROM THE NEUTRAL KAON SYSTEMMihael J. Fromerth and Jan RafelskiDepartment of Physis, University of Arizona, Tuson, AZ 85721, USA(Reeived April 29, 2003)We quantify the limits on quark-antiquark mass di�erenes imposed bythe neutral kaon mass system. In partiular, we �nd that an upper limit tothe mass di�erene of 10�3 eV exists if mass di�erenes aross quark �avorsare unorrelated. In the upoming antihydrogen experiments this limit onquark mass di�erene would allow a measurement of eletron-positron massdi�erene up to a relative preision level of 10�15.PACS numbers: 12.15.FfThe origin of quark and lepton masses remains at present unknown. It isgenerally presumed that by virtue of CPT symmetry matter and antimatterwill always have same fundamental mass parameters. On the other hand,the experimental limits are at present not very good, and in fat the limiton the baryon-antibaryon mass di�erene [1℄:jmp �m�pj < 6 10�8mp ' 60 eVis muh grater than what would su�e to indue a small baryon-antibaryonabundane asymmetry in the early Universe evolving into present time.At the deon�nement boundary a baryohemial potential of the order of1:1 eV� 15% [2℄ su�es. Consequently, it would seem that our understand-ing of the early Universe depends sensitively on the impliit assumptionabout the presene of the mass symmetry for quarks and antiquarks, theonstituents of baryons, at a level of two orders of magnitude beyond ur-rent experimental knowledge.Here we show how the properties of the neutral kaon system onstrainmuh more aurately the mass di�erene between quarks and antiquarks.We also omment on ahievable improvement in the measurement of matter-antimatter symmetry in omparisons of hydrogen with antihydrogen.(4151)



4152 M.J. Fromerth, J. RafelskiFrom a detailed study of the kaon deay rates, it is observed that themass di�erene between the KL and KS states is �m � mKL � mKS =3:463�0:010�10�6 eV [3℄. Beause this mass di�erene is understood withinthe standard model to arise from seond-order weak interations that mixtheK0 and �K0 states [4,5℄, the magnitude of the CPT-violating ontributionto partile-antipartile mass di�erene is severely restrited by this result.Reently, it has been demonstrated by Greenberg [6℄ that CPT breakingimplies the violation of oordinate Lorentz invariane. In an extension ofthe standard model, Lorentz- and CPT-violating operators yielding a satis-fatory quantum �eld theory have been onsidered [7�9℄. Examples inludespontaneous Lorentz and CPT violation in the ontext of string �eld the-ory (see, e.g., Refs. [10, 11℄) and non-ommutative �eld theories [12℄. Thesemodels o�er a basis for numerous preision experiments plaing extremelytight bounds on Lorentz and CPT breaking. In this ontext, the neutralkaon system has been analyzed both experimentally [13, 14℄ and theoreti-ally [15�17℄, while diret CPT violation in the neutrino setor has beenexplored in Refs. [18�20℄. Other work disussing theoretial impliations ofCPT violation inlude [21�24℄.One may indeed ask if suh a hypothesis for a mass di�erene betweenpartiles and antipartiles makes good physial sense, onsidering the wellestablished priniples of quantum �eld theory. We believe that a searh fortaitly assumed limits to aepted physial priniples is a very importantstep in veri�ation of the paradigm whih govern our view on the laws ofphysis. This attitude is more generally shared, and with formation of alarge number of antihydrogen atoms, we an look forward to further ex-perimental tests of CPT symmetry to take plae at CERN [25, 25℄. On amore theoretial side, a momentum-dependent di�erene between partilesand antipartiles is expeted [15, 16℄, should there be a violation of Lorentzinvariane, appearing in assoiation with CPT breaking [6℄.In the following we desribe how the measured mass asymmetry of theneutral kaons limits the mass di�erene between quarks and antiquarks. Wede�ne the KL and KS states in the standard formalism [5℄:KL = 1p2 + 2�2 �(1 + �)K0 + (1� �) �K0� ; (1)KS = 1p2 + 2�2 �(1� �)K0 � (1 + �) �K0� ; (2)where K0 = jd�si, �K0 = j �dsi, and � � 2:3 � 10�3 is the CP violationparameter.



Limit on Quark�Antiquark Mass Di�erene from. . . 4153We express the (assumed) CPT-violating mass di�erene between quarksand antiquarks as: ms;�s = m0s � Æms2 ; (3)md; �d = m0d � Æmd2 ; (4)where the signs of Æms and Æmd are undetermined.The mass operator for the neutral kaon system, with the quark massdi�erenes, beomes:M̂ = M̂0K + M̂w + f2 h(Æmd � Æm�s)jd�sihd�sj+(�Æm �d + Æms)j �dsih �dsji ; (5)where M̂0K is the neutral kaon mass exluding weak interations, M̂w is themass ontribution due to weak interations, and the third term is the e�etthat the hange in the urrent quark masses of Eqs. (3) and (4) would haveon the kaon mass.The form of the third term arises beause in a model of hadroni struture(e.g., the bag model), the response of the hadroni mass is linear with respetto the hange in quark mass if expanded about a �nite quark mass [27℄. Notethat a similar e�et arises in non-relativisti quark models. Furthermore,the saling fator f is of order unity, as on�rmed by the features of hadronimass splittings.From Eqs. (1)�(5), the mass di�erene between KL and KS beomes:�m = hKLjM̂ jKLi � hKS jM̂ jKSi= �mw + 2 �f [ (m�s �ms)� (m �d �md) ℄ ; (6)where �mw � hKLjM̂wjKLi � hKS jM̂wjKSi and terms of �2 or higher havebeen negleted. Sine it is understood that �m ' �mw, this immediatelyyields the result:j(m�s �ms)� (m �d �md)j � �m2�f � 10�3 eV : (7)Equation (7) plaes rather stringent limits on diret CPT violation ind and s quarks. If the size of the CPT violation aross quark �avors isunorrelated, then an upper limit to the mass di�erene between quarksand antiquarks of eah �avor must be muh less than 10�3 eV. Otherwise,the size of the CPT violation aross s and d �avors must be highly orrelated,



4154 M.J. Fromerth, J. Rafelskisuh that (m�s �ms) ' (m �d �md). This would imply that a CPT violatingfore does not in e�et distinguish between the �rst and seond partilegeneration. In the following, we assume that this is not the ase.Suh a small mass di�erene between d and �d quarks allows a thoroughstudy of the possible eletron-positron mass di�erene in the antihydrogenexperiments. The wavelengths of atomi transitions in hydrogen sale withthe inverse of the redued mass, � / (mp + me)=memp. As a result, therelative shift in wavelength due to a mass di�erene in hydrogen and antihy-drogen atoms omprises also, at a lesser degree, the in�uene of the atominuleus: ����Æ�� ���� = mpmemp +me �Æmem2e + Æmpm2p �' � 1me Æme + mem2p f (2Æmu + Æmd) � : (8)A CPT violation originating in quarks and antiquarks is thus greatly re-dued. Indeed, if the mass di�erene between u and �u is also limited to be� 10�3 eV, then the resulting ontribution of the atomi nuleus to the shiftin wavelength beomes: ����Æ�� ����� 2� 10�15 : (9)This therefore is in priniple the preision with whih the relative massdi�erene of eletron and positron an be measured in experiments involvingmatter and antimatter [25, 26℄. Only when this preision is indeed reahedwe would also beome sensitive in these experiments to the possible quark-antiquark mass di�erenes.In summary, we �nd that the urrent upper limit to the mass di�erenebetween quarks and antiquarks in the d and s �avors is � 10�3 eV if themagnitude of the CPT violation is unorrelated aross quark �avors. In thisase, the relative preision with whih the strange quark mass di�ereneis determined appears to be by far the most preise suh value presentlyknown: ����ms �m�sms +m�s ����� 10�11 ;providing a strong onstraint for any CPT model onsidered, and assuringthat a possible quark mass asymmetry is not relevant in the determinationof the physial onditions in the early Universe.A possible d-quark mass di�erene at this level would have the e�et ofshifting the wavelengths of the antihydrogen atomi spetrum by� 2�10�15relative to the hydrogen spetrum, allowing a measurement of the massdi�erene in the leptoni setor at a yet muh higher preision.
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